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Make your first quilt a success with help from internationally beloved teacher Alex Anderson.
Includes instructions for 8 beautiful quilts.

From the Inside FlapCovers all aspects of quilting from designing quilt blocks and appliquiing to
binding and finishing, giving quilters the tools to tackle any project with confidence.This
comprehensive how-to book focuses on instructing quilters in the fine art of quilting; it contains
no patterns.About the AuthorThe iconic BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS brand is one of
America's most trusted sources for information on cooking, gardening, home improvement,
home design, decorating, and crafting. Today, the brand encompasses books, magazines, and
digital media.
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          Pages 10 - 51 are not included in this sample.
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Kallippide, “Great Beginner Quilting Book!. This book was recommended by my local Bernina
Sewing Machine Store because it is used for classes. This book is written well enough that I
should be able to work my way through it with no problem. However, I still would like to take the
class to learn more tricks from the teacher!Pictures are mostly in color with a few in black/white
for contrast when explaining.Step by step instructions for 8 quilt projects with instructions and
measurements for beds from crib through King size.Margin is wide enough to have it spiral
bound to make it easier to take notes and keep open.Although it is from 2009, the basics don’t
really change.”

georgie, “Great book to start quilting!. Love the step by step instructions. Pictures of the quilts
are great! She gives you the confidence you need to get started! Also she tells you which
patterns are beginners, and then work up to the others.”

Cindy B, “Excellent beginner quilting book. This book was recommended to me by an
experienced quilter. It has several different quilt blocks and techniques. I especially liked the
yardage charts.”

Holly, “BEST thing I bought when I started quilting. LOVE this!! I wanted to start quilting and my
friend referred me to this book. It is not huge but it does not have to be. My first quilt I made was
in there. From start to finish. The directions and then tips are spot-on and so easy to follow.
There are patterns for all levels on here. Each pattern will tell you the exact amount of fabric you
will need and for all the different size blankets you may want. I use and refer to this book each
time. The borders, binding, pressing, etc. I can make a baby blanket or it provides me what I
need if I want to make a Queen or Twin. This is going to be a big tool for me for a very long time!”

Elise B, “Basic terminology, yardage tables, ideas. It’s is a good reference book for beginner
quilters. Something you can refer to and easily find answers. Well written and easy to follow.”

Wendy G, “Best Start Quilting Book on the Market. I have been teaching quilting for years and
this book is terrific. Start Quilting with Alex Anderson covers all aspects of quilting in detail,
which really helps the first time quilter. The designs have been updated with a fresh approach
that add interest and excitement to the classics - even Fence Rail takes on a new look! The
content enables the new quilter to easily complete a quilt and leverage all the patterns in the
book to continue to sharpen their skills. For the quilter that wants to sharpen their skills the
projects will stretch them as well. For the Quilt Teacher, it is a great textbook, that is easy to
follow and fun for the students.”

aunty, “Excellent beginners book. Ibought this book to go with a beginning and intermediate



course at a local sewing store. The book covers all the beginning needs from choosing fabric to
completing the binding. I completed the first quilt-Rail Fence Quilt and am starting the last-
Samplar Quilt with the course I'm taking. I will be using the book to complete the other 6 quilts
and as a resource. I feel it has all the basic information needed. I only gave 4 stars because the
store instructor gave more information about pinning (basting) the quilt and gave us a different
and easy way to complete mitered binding which looks very nice.”

Sandra Kreba, “Very helpful to first time quilters.. Replaced a book I found in the library. It is very
useful to first time quilters who need to know what equipment to start with, how to cut,
whatmaterial to use and how to make quilt blocks and sampler quilt.”

Bookworm, “Great for beginners. I found this a very useful, clear book. As the title suggests, it is
really aimed at the beginner quilter so if you are experienced you probably wouldn't learn
anything new from this book. I would recommend the book for anyone starting out on the quilting
journey.”

Ray Jones, “Good reading. These books are giving me an extra skill. I always wanted to learn
and now I am able to do some designs without having the tutor around”

Poppydog, “New to patchwork & quilting. Being new to patchwork and quilting I needed a
reference book and this certainly fits the bill. Nothing too complicated, just the basics.”

LiseW, “A must for every beginners. I am new at quilting. This book is loaded with important
information along with a few basic designs.  Love and appreciate this book.”

The book by Alex Anderson has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 256 people have provided feedback.
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